Clausing Production Cold Saw
A Line of Affordable, Rugged Built, Ferrous and Non-Ferrous Cutting Production Circular Saws

- Manual Cutting Machines
- Pneumatic Vise Cutting Machines
- Semi-Automatic Cutting Machines
- Automatic Cutting Machines
Clausing Kalamazoo Manual Ferrous Cutting Circular Saw

Features:
- 230v/460v/60/3 Electricals
- Trigger Operated On Off in Handle Grip
- Totally Enclosed Fan-Cooled Motor
- Enclosed Worm Gear Drive for Trouble-free Operation
- Two Speeds for Versatility
- Cast Iron Construction
- Self-Centering Vise with Angle Scale
- Head Rotates 45 Degrees Left and Right of Center
- Flood Coolant System
- Heavy Duty Sheet Metal Base
- Adjustable Stock Stop
- Tool Kit
- Circular Saw Blade
- Operation and Maintenance Manual
- Two (2) Year Limited Warranty

Optional Equipment:
- 5 foot roller stock table
- 10 foot roller stock table
- 37" - 46" stock stand
- 1 gallon SAWZIT saw lubrication
- 5 gallon SAWZIT saw lubrication

Capacity Chart:

All specifications subject to change without notice or obligation.